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Diversification: The key to 2016 profits
Not all doom ‘n’ gloom
You’d be forgiven for deducing the markets are all doom and gloom after the UK’s flagship FTSE index closed
down 5% last year, however, that’s a very one-sided use of a single figure. And more than likely based on
headlines designed to sell newspapers. What about the 13% rally from late Jan lows to make fresh all-time highs
in April? Or the 20% Spring/Summer decline from said highs and subsequent 12% rally in late August?
They say a picture paints a thousand words and there is indeed nothing better than a price chart to show the
many attractive opportunities 2015 presented in terms of share price moves. Have a look at a FTSE chart. It
wasn’t all. A terrific journey was to be had along the way if you looked a little further and considered other options.
While the FTSE did indeed fall by 5%, don’t forget it is an index of 100 stocks. And one thing is for sure, they
didn’t all fall 5% last year. For sure, some fell a lot more, widely talked about in myriad annual media roundups
over the festive period. But what about the stocks that fared rather better, in some cases posting impressive
gains of up to 45%? Who’s taking about them?

Did you know?
Certain housebuilders rose 30 to 40% thanks to government stimulus programmes and the prospect of low UK
interest rates for longer. What about insurers whose share prices rallied 20 to 30% thanks to solid growth and
continually generous dividend policies? Travel stocks climbed 25-30% on low oil prices.
Nearly all media focus has been on falling commodity prices and the knock-on for the Oil and Mining sector.
Because this is what weighs most heavily in the FTSE, or used to be at least. But there’s lots going on elsewhere.

The usual suspects
Digging deeper into the statistics we note that since the beginning of 2015, and including the first few days of the
new year, FTSE declines of 650pts can be 90% attributed to just 25% of its components. And it is no surprise
to see this small group dominated two thirds (16 stocks) by Oil, Financials and Mining stocks. And the remainder
can, in the main, be attributed to multiple and persistent profits warnings and well-documented troubles.
Our point is that casting the net wider and considering other less well-known names can be highly beneficial
to both the short-term trader and longer-term investor. And diversifying can also include trading shares short - if
something is trending south, maybe there are profits to be made from further falls.
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2015 Winners

Source: AlphaTerminal, 7 Jan 2016
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2015 Losers
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Before you rush
The previous tables show the performance of the FTSE’s components since 31 Dec 2014. That’s not to say you
should rush in and buy all 10 of what did best last year hoping for further solid gains. Or that you should consider
the bottom 10 as either recovery or short candidates. The point we make is that the FTSE did fall 5% last year.
However, it was by virtue of it being an index of 100 stocks, and thus highly diversified, that it fell by only 5%.
Any manager of a Mining/Oil fund is sure to have taken a bath last year with losses likely >30%. But for reasons
not entirely unknown before the start of 2015. China has been growing more slowly and thus demanding less
raw materials for a good while now. Therefore anyone who has held on to loss-making positions in anything
commodity-related has been stubborn to the point of self-harm as China data disappointed on a monthly basis
and the commodity currency USD strengthened in the moved towards December’s first Fed rate hike in 9 years.

Happy New Year Statto!
Our full FTSE breakdown (please ask for the spreadsheet) suggests you had a 25% chance of picking a stock
that gained 10-45% (ignore DCC +56% as it only entered the index late Dec along with PFG and WPG). 15% of
shares rose 20%+. If the FTSE -5% is your problem, you still had a 65% chance of picking a stock that
outperformed the index last year. Equally you had a 75% chance of not picking one of the few stocks that
fell 10-80%. No surprise to see 8 of the bottom 10 are Miners, Oil or Financials. These are good stats. So long
as you respect the need for diversification and to look outside the usual suspects of Banks, Miners and Oil.

What held the index back?

Source: AlphaTerminal, 7 Jan 2016
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The prior table shows what has held the index back most since end-2014. As we said earlier, no surprise to see
Oil, Miners and Banks making up the bulk of lost points given their exposure to a falling oil price, falling
commodity prices and global growth sentiment in general. Of the 650pt FTSE index decline, the bottom 5 (Royal
Dutch Shell, HSBC, BP, Rio and RBS) account for a whopping 50%!
Our point here is that the FTSE’s losses and hindrance has been very concentrated and thus should have
been easy to avoid. So long as, and I repeat myself, you respect the need for diversification. Having a position
in all the miners or all the banks does not count as being diversified. We’re talking about getting out of your
comfort zone and considering some of the stocks that are deemed less sexy and less talked about because they
are likely just grinding higher and off people’s radars. They might not deliver the daily moves many crave for in
their quest to double their account in a week, but they are also stocks where you are far likely to get less hurt.
We’ve written before about shunning names unfamiliar to you and missing out on profitable opportunities.
Restricting yourself to a select few stocks in only a couple of sectors can of course be highly profitable, but you
also run the risk of being more exposed to market news when things go bad. You also risk becoming emotionally
attached to the stocks, feeling the need to trade the names repeatedly to replicate gains or indeed recoup losses.
The FTSE offers a wealth of stocks which obviously offer profitable opportunities outside the usual suspects,
being just as big/liquid and easy to trade. And we are here to talk about all 100 not just the select few that are
mentioned daily in the media because they are helping it rally or fall.
“It’s as much about capital appreciation as it is about capital accumulation.”

What the brokers are saying
Given the importance of institutional broker opinion and what analysts are saying, we thought it wise to include
a comprehensive list of FTSE 100 stocks and what the consensus feeling is. This might help you with your
analysis of what to do and how to construct/amend your portfolio.
This isn’t what we at Accendo think you should buy, sell (or even sell short) as we don’t offer advice. Rather this
is a chance to see what the major city institutions are saying and for you to make your own informed decision.
When looking at the table, the final colored column represents a heat-map of how the brokers view the stock with
dark green being a strong buy and dark red being a strong sell. The numbers also refer to the strength of the call
as is stated below.
4-5 = Strong Buy

3-4 = Buy

3 = Hold

2-3 = Sell

1-2 = Strong Sell

Please ask us for specific a breakdown of broker on any individual equities if you would like to know more. This
is the type of information we offer to clients on a daily basis.
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Bloomberg Consensus

Source: Bloomberg 7 Jan 2016
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To conclude:
Amid the doom and gloom there is plenty to be optimistic about. Don’t let the media cloud your opinion. They are
there to sell papers. Yes the FTSE fell last year, but it could have been worse given the China slowdown, multiple
Terrorist attacks, Oil price in free fall and the US Fed pulling the trigger on the first major interest rate hike in
almost a decade.
There are many reasons to be cautious amid the tough start top 2016, but this doesn’t mean you have to shy
away from the markets. On the contrary it is an opportunity to look a little deeper for the pockets of value that still
exist. The media won’t focus on 62% of FTSE 100 shares rising last year. Or that 35% of those were double digit
gainers and some were up as much as 50%+.
Accendo is here to help you look beyond the media headlines. Yes a slowing China and commodity supply glut
has seen commodity prices slump but this is something we heard about constantly last year, so why would you
carry on buying oil/mining stocks and losing money? The housing sector had another great year thanks to UK
rates staying low and the government remains helpful to those at the bottom of the ladder. M&A has been rampant
through for the last 2 years with handsome premiums being offered for some big companies.
“So Mr Client, with that in mind, what stocks do you think did well last year?” Answer: Housebuilders
“And which had a tough time?” Answer: Miners, Banks, Oil
We’re not here to tell you what to buy and sell (or even short sell) or what the next big thing is. What we are here
to do is keep you updated with breaking news and the latest developments in the sectors and stocks that interest
you most and which are doing well/performing badly.
We are always on the watch for a change in sentiment on a sector, especially mining, oil banks and housing. We
are analysing every piece of macro-economic data that is released. All of which will hopefully help you in your
decisions of what stocks to buy, sell or even sell short.
Potential drivers that we will be keeping clients aware of through 2016 include:










Mining companies suggesting lower supply
China growth stabilising/accelerating
OPEC (or indeed any non-OPEC countries) deciding to pump less oil
The USD giving up its strength to the benefit of the commodities space (Miners/Oil)
Hints the Fed won’t raise rates as quickly as it suggests, could dent the dollar and help commodities
Any signals about UK raising interest rates sooner than expected could hurt housebuilders
What could a UK exit from the European Union (Brexit) mean for FTSE stocks
A Eurozone recovery could help global sentiment
Geopolitics and terrorism remains an unfortunate headwind
At Accendo we’re here to help you trade. Allow us the opportunity to do our job.
You won’t be disappointed.
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Access our Full Research
If you found the material provided in this report useful, you should sign up to
Accendo Markets Research & Trade Ideas service: Market Action.
Once registered, you’ll have full access to all features including Top Trades, Movers
and Shakers, Upgrades and Downgrades, Trade Alerts and Another Level publications.
You’ll also receive an email with a link to the latest publication as soon as it’s released,
so you can act quickly.
Based on a wealth of experience, gained from both large and small institutions, our
Research and Trade Ideas are produced in-house. Our team of dedicated
professionals comprises both analysts and traders, drawing upon a wide range of
resources and methodologies.
Our aim is to provide you with the manpower and expertise you need to help you
clarify, interpret and capitalise on the ever-growing volume of market information.

The Market Action reports will be sent through daily to an email address of your choice
for a two week period. After this time you will simply stop receiving these emails. As a
client of Accendo Markets, you will receive our research permanently.

 Contact us on 0203 051 7461 or email info@accendomarkets.com
 What do we offer? Read all about our available products here
 Find out more about each of our state of the art online trading platforms
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